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Abstract

This chapter describes key acts and
legislation impacting effective
administration and finance of higher
education institutions. Successful strategies
for compliance with each law are offered.
Legal considerations should be foremost in
the minds of all higher education
administrators.
To minimize an institution’s risk exposure,
decisions should be made with deference
to their legal implications. In developing
successful compliance strategies while
navigating the complex and seemingly
endless world of laws, particular attention
should be given to major federal statutes.
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Introduction
Principles and values undergirding civil rights legislation
Civil Rights Act of 1964
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act: Title VI and Title VII
Age Discrimination in Employment Act
Title IX of the Higher Education Amendments of 1972
Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990
Family Medical Leave Act of 1993
Civil Rights Laws and "JEDI" – Opportunities and
Tensions
Consumer Protection
Copyright Law and Higher Education
Student Records Privacy Rights
Conclusion

Overarching Principle
One must tread carefully in the realm
of law and compliance, and
sometimes people associate the need
to be vigilant in compliance with
federal anti-discrimination laws with the
need to avoid possible loss of federal
funding.
Sometimes understanding the "why"
behind the regulatory scheme may
help in identifying these issues when
they occur.

Relevant Sections the Civil Rights Act of 1964
Title IV
Desegregation
of public
education

Title VI

Title VII

Prohibits
unlawful
discrimination in
any program or
activity
receiving
Federal
financial
assistance

Prohibits
unlawful
discrimination in
employment

Classes of Federal Employment Discrimination - EEOC

Race
Color
Religion
Sex
National Origin

Reasonable ADA Accommodation Examples
Making facilities the employee would use accessible
Restructuring a job
Allowing part-time or modified work schedules
Purchasing or modifying existing equipment or devices
Providing qualified readers or interpreters

Four Qualified Reasons for FMLA Leave
The birth and care of a newborn child
The newly adopted or fostered child place with
the eligible employee
To care for the employee's spouse, child, or
parent with a serious health condition
Due to a serious health condition of the
employee that makes the employee unable to
perform any of the essential functions of the job

Copyright Protection Rights
Reproduce the
work

Prepare derivative
work

Distribute copies
for sale

Perform in public

Display in public

Claim authorship

Prevent the attribution of
authorship visual work where
distortion, mutilation, or other
modification would be
reputationally prejudicial

Prevent intentional distortion,
mutilation, or other
modification of the work that
would be reputationally
prejudicial

Fair Use and Copyright Infringement Continuum
More likely considered Fair Use

More likely considered
copyright infringement

Nonprofit, educational use

Commercial purposes

Facts or dates

Fiction or a creative work

Small excerpt used

Significant portions used

Purchase a copy, do not
dissuade the purchase of a copy

Discourages sales, diminishes the
value of the copyright holder

FERPA - Directory Information
FERPA considers
some student
information public,
or "directory
information," that
the institution may
divulge without the
student's permission.
Directory
information
includes:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Name
Address
Telephone listing
Date and place of birth
Major field of study
Participation in activities and sports officially recognized
by the institution
7. Weight and height of student athletes
8. Dates of attendance
9. Degrees and awards received
10. Most recent educational institution or agency the
student attended prior to the current institution

Relevant Exceptions to FERPA
 To other officials of the institution who have a legitimate educational interest
 To authorized representatives of the U.S. Comptroller General, U.S. Attorney
General, or state and local educational authorities
 In connection with financial aid to determine eligibility, amounts of aid, conditions
of aid, or to enforce the conditions of aid
 To accrediting organizations for the purpose of fulfilling their accrediting functions
 To the parents of dependent students, as defined in the Internal Revenue Code
 To comply with a subpoena (and must make reasonable efforts to notify the
student in advance of the intention to comply with the subpoena)
 To comply with a federal grand jury subpoena where the order requires that the
institution not disclose the existence of the subpoena

Relevant Exceptions to FERPA
 To comply with a subpoena issued for a law enforcement purpose where the
court orders the institution not disclose the existence of the subpoena
 In the context of a health or safety emergency if the "knowledge of the
information is necessary to protect the health or safety of the students or other
individuals"

Discussion
Prompts

Discussion Prompts
1.

Professor No-Exceptions received the following e-mail message from Sally
Student two days after the due date for a major writing assignment worth
approximately 25% of the course final grade.
Dear Professor:
I apologize for turning in the reflective paper late. I understand that the syllabus
says you never make exceptions and that I will receive a "zero" grade, but I
have been experiencing a personal episode that flares at times. During this
time, I could not do much of anything. I could not eat, sleep through the night,
type on the computer, read for more than a brief time, or even walk to the car
to drive to lectures.
Sincerely,
Sally

How should Professor No-Exception respond? Should the professor make any
referrals to campus resources or offices?

Discussion Prompts
2.

Three years into Kris' deanship, Kris receives an e-mail message from Rodney,
an associate professor nearing the end of his tenure clock. In the message, Rodney
states that the department chair and the tenure review committee have
discriminated against him by refusing the pause the tenure clock while he tends to his
mother who is suffering from dementia; he also says he requested some leave time to
address his own depression sparked by his mother mental decline. Rodney further
states that the department chair, Sadie, supports other faculty who need to care for ill
family members; Rodney says that Sadie has made passes at him several time over
the past eight months (he attaches nude pictures she states Sadie sent multiples times
despite Rodney saying he did not want to receive them), and he believes that his
rebuffs of her sexual overtures account for Sadie treating him differently. Rubbing her
temples, Kris considers forwarding the message to the chair of the tenure review
committee. Surely, this is a grievance matter related to the file review. Suddenly, Kris
recalls vaguely a series of online training sessions about a plethora of campus nondiscrimination policies, and she is not sure who to consult about this report. What laws
should Kris consider? What policies at your institution might be relevant here?

Discussion Prompts
3.

Find the FERPA policy on your campus. Where was it? How easy was it to find?
Are you able to determine who to contact at your institutions if you had
additional questions about FERPA? Compare your institution’s FERPA policy to the
federal policy. Does the institution’s policy mirror federal policy or the institution
policy more restrictive? If so, in what ways?

Discussion Prompts
4.

Following is a hypothetical situation that will help explore of how
discrimination based on federally protected categories might look in the higher
education context.
The Case of Sauvage University
Adalberto is an enthusiastic, upbeat employee in the Office of Admission at Sauvage University (SU),
a large, public institution. In his role, Adalberto (who goes by Albert) interfaces with the public as well
as various offices and student groups on campus. He also supervises several student employees who
help in recruitment efforts. Albert identifies as an Afro-Latino, bisexual male. His father is from the
Dominican Republic. His dad came to the United States for work where he met and married Albert's
mother, a Black woman from Louisiana with Creole ancestry. Albert is a gregarious fellow who enjoys
people and sharing about his life, interests, and culture. This spring, as in previous spring terms, Albert
donned his crucifix and regaled prospective students and anyone in earshot with fond memories of
his family's traditions during Cuaresma (Lent). Young Satanist Club complained to Albert's supervisor
that the crucifix offended them and made it difficult for them to interact with the Office of
Admissions student organization fairs. Concurrently, a group of alumni volunteers, and donors, raised
concerns with SU's development office, stating that Albert does not project the "image" that SU
wants to cultivate, stating that applicants and their parents might not select to attend SU.
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